De l'ode à l'audace
Today we invite you to experience a “carte blanche” menu by Michelin-starred
chef Gabin Bouguet, exclusively composed of products from the land and sea.

Inspired and guided by this unique region—rich, fertile and, above all, fragile—
Chef Bouguet conscientiously strives to create dishes that are delicious,
wholesome, and attractive.

The result is a veritable ode to the land and the gastronomy of Normandy: a
cuisine that respects all living things, created by Chef Bouguet in collaboration
with local producers and fishermen who are passionate and engaged.

It is also an “audace”, a bold, sometimes crazy, culinary expression of the
rhythm of nature and the seasons, singular encounters, and new combinations
of raw and “noble” ingredients.

Let yourself be guided as we introduce you to a new culinary and sensory
experience, created to awaken your senses and your consciousness.

Gabin Bouguet

Menu Horizon

n. m.
(Latin horizon, -ontis, from the Greek horidzôn, -ontos)
A circular imaginary line in which the observer is the
centre and where the sky and the earth (or the sea)
seem to merge.

In 8 Services
Like this imaginary line between sky and sea that you can see in the
distance, let yourself be carried by a menu designed just by mixing
raw and products, lightness and intensity.
125€

Served with food-and-wine pairings in five “discovery” glasses or five
“prestige” glasses, carefully selected by our sommelier Arthur Briand
and our mixology expert Adam Rzeznik.
5 discovery glasses 190€ / 5 prestige glasses 235€

For the sake of osmosis and conviviality, the menu is for the whole table.

Menu Littoral

n. m.
A sinuous zone where the sea and land come
into contact.

In 4 Services
The richness of the coastline also lies in its lands, subjected to strong
winds, spray and rough soils. Tasting the sea without having it on the
plate is the promise of this vegetarian menu, exclusively composed of
fresh, local and seasonal vegetables.
55€

Menu Estran

n. m.
(Dutch: strand, shore)
Part of the coastline alternately covered and
discovered by the sea.

In 5 Services
Just like the tide, it is a back-and-forth between tradition and
modernity that the chef proposes to you. A true reconnection with the
land and the sea, this menu promises you unique encounters and
unique agreements.
85€

As an extra, you may wish to discover a selection of fresh and aged cheeses of our terroir Normand.
15€

Menu Embrun

n. m.
(Provençal : embrum, from embrumá, bruiner)
Fine rain formed by sea water droplets projected
into the air from a rough surface.

Appetizer, Starter, Main Course and Dessert
A menu of land & sea inspired by the natural world—where all living
things interact in a continuous magical ballet—that follows the
effervescence of its soil. An introduction to the discovery of the iodized
universe of our chef.
55€

As an extra, you may wish to discover a selection of fresh and aged cheeses of our terroir Normand.
15€

